CORRECTIONS
TO TWO OF MY PAPERS BY P. ERD& (Received February 24,1942) In my paper "On th.e dit~ergence properties of th.e Lagran.ge interpolation polyn.umiuZs," (Annals of R4at.h. Vol. 42, (1941) , p. 309-315) I stat,ed that, if ~0 = cos i7r (p and q odd), and the fundamental points of the interpolation are the roots of the Tchebicheff polynomial TR(z), then t'here exists a continuous fun&ion f(x) such that lim L,v(qJ) = W. Dr. Schijnberg has point,ed out, that the proof there given is not correct. There is a trivial error in lemma 1; namely, it is possible that ~1~) = zot). Nevertheless it is possible to save almost everything, practically without mod&-ing the proof.
We prove t.he following slightly weaker.
THEOREM.
There exists a continuous function f($) such tka.t if x0 = cos % ?T, zvhere p and q are odd, then lim 1 L,(j&)) 1 = CCI. Proof.
We need LEMMA 1. If xjrn) # xjtl) then 1 xam) -xjn) 1 > -$ for m 2 n.
Proof. As in the paper. Everything is now unchanged until the bottom of page 311. 'We have t'here where E,, = fl and will be determined later; t.he definition of f%(z) is the same as in the paper.
Ln(~2(~~)) = 0 still holds (p. 313 top). It suffices t,o show that, for r > YL, fr(x:") = 0. And this is true, for otherwise either W Xl
which is impossible since (21 -1, r) = 1, or we have which does not hold by lemma 1. Define now en = signum L,,(ql(nt~)); then clearly and the rest of the proof is unchanged. At present I cannot, decide whet,her a continuous function f(x) exists such that lim Lo) = =, or whether a continuous f(x) exists with lim L,cf(zO)) = a, where a # f(x& 647
Added in proof. By a more careful analysis, I can now show the following theorem: Let E be any closed set, then there exists a contiwous f(x) such that the limit points of L, (f(xo)) is precisely the set E. The set E can consist of the point + o? alone. This of course is a generalization of the result mentioned before.
In my paper "On some asymptotic formulas in the theory of jactorisatio numerorm,n" {Annals of hlat,h. Vol. 42, (1941) p. 989-993) the main theorem is stated incorrectly.
The correct statement is as follows:
Let 1 < al < az < -* + be a sequence of integers such that for some p, CT& f , log ai = 1 and c __ converges and not all the a;'s are powers of al. a$ Denote by f(n) the number of factorisations of n into the ai's. We consider order in other words u,la and u2*a1 are different factorisation& Also f(l) = 1. Denote F(n) = ckn,l j(k). Then we have
The proof remains entirely unchanged: in fact this t.heorem is the one really proved in the paper. II. For all values of k for which E:=D=~ $: converges cy="=l$ < 1. Clearly, 7 I
there exists a p such that for every 6, X%1 -& I converges but c o$ di-% verges. We can easily see that cZl$ converges and is < 1. e For if cZ'=l f P diverged we would have, for sufficiently small E, ~~=~-& > 1; and since, for large 0 k, x7-1 1 1 2 < 1, there would exist a ko such that, X7=1 3 = l-which contradicts t the hypothesis. Now we show that and Suppose (1) does not hold. Clearly (4) hoids for all 12 2 & . We prove (4) by induction.
-4ssume it for n: we shall prove it for n + 1. We have LetpI'< pz < '.a be a sequence of primes, and let aI < a2 < . . . be the int,egers composed of the p's Denote by f(n) the number of factorisations of n into the product of the a's, and let F(n) = xEti1f(7ni). If cy=, $ = 1 then L His proof (which uses the theorem of Wiener Ikelog a; hara) seems to apply only if cYGel __ aS, < cc. Tf (5) is always true in case iii, log ai
Hille's result would follow even if cT="=l ~ = a{ m.
RecenUy I found in the literature a few result,s, which I proved in my paper <'Elementary proof of some a,symptotic formulas in the theory of partit#ions" (Annals of Mat,h. Vol. 43). On p, 447 I prove the following result: Denote by p,(n) the number of partitions of -n into powers of r then lim log P&) 1 (log n)2 =210gr' This result was proved by Mahler (London Math. Sot. Journal, Vol, 15, p. 123.) Mahlers proof is completely different from mine.
He also obtains Cl T-lnw) czr)n < Pl(rr) < cs r-b(n-l) (rZ)n n! I ' where T-l, 5 2 < TpL + 1). n.
